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Every installed Quick Draw Tarpaulin System in the QHK model series comes standard with the 
following components and features *:

 4” aluminum track mounted on each side of vehicle

 Track comes with plastic runner on top surface and 1-3/4” rubber weather seal

 Aluminum headboard** with 2 pull bars, 4 headboard straps and 2 ratchet pipes to provide 
tension to the front of the tarpaulin system

 2 amber clearance lights (one mounted on each bottom corner of the headboard)

 One winch bar (loose tool) used to operate the ratchet pipes on the headboard

 A pair of steel rear braces to provide tension to the back of the tarpaulin system

 One crank handle (loose tool) used to operate rear braces

 One aluminum 16” wide front bow

 One aluminum 16” wide rear bow with adjustable aluminum tarpaulin connector

 X-brace straps are included with rear bows on 8’, 10’ and 12’ height systems only ***

 Intermediate aluminum bows spaced nominally every 8’ along the length of the vehicle ***

 All bows use die cast aluminum corners

 2 point aluminum lifter bows mounted between each pair of bows to lift tarpaulin when the 
system is collapsed

 All lifter bows use molded plastic corners

 Steel carriers mounted on the bottom ends of each bow

 4” top running wheels mounted on each carrier

 Guide wheels mounted on the bottom of each carrier

 20.5 Oz vinyl tarpaulin including skylight

 20.5 Oz vinyl back flap

 Pair of 20.5 Oz vinyl rain flaps to ensure proper water resistant closing of back flap

 One roll up handle (loose tool) for back flap mounted near back of vehicle

 4 pull handles (one on each bottom corner of the system) made from vinyl and nylon used for
opening and closing the tarpaulin system, water sealing and stabilizing the roll up handle

 1 year warranty against manufacturing and installation defects

 5 year warranty on some components including 4” top running wheels, bearings for 4” top 
running wheels, die cast corners and intermediate bows

 6 month and 12 month FREE inspection and minor adjustments

 Driver training provided with each system

 Operator’s manual

 Every system includes a manufacturer’s tag (located on headboard) with a serial number that 
is used to track information on exact system specifications, options and repair work

* All listed components and features included in base price.  Specifications as of January 23, 2007.  
Specifications may change at anytime without notice.

** Headboard is not D.O.T. approved.  D.O.T. approved headboard can be purchased as an option.

*** Tarpaulin systems for drop deck flatbeds (QDK model series) have the same specifications as QHK model 
series except different specifications for bows and nominal bow spacing.  Tarpaulin systems for double drop 
flatbeds (QDD model series) have the same specifications as QHK model series except different specifications 
for bows and nominal bow spacing.  QDD model series include 3 pairs of X-brace straps.


